LANDMARK EXPLORERS 3: My Landmark Nomination

I, Alexandre de Souza, nominate PS 165 for landmark designation.

Reasons for landmarking:

I nominate PS 165 because PS 165 is a school old enough to nominate and also kids go to the school PS 165 and don't want there school to be knocked down also PS 165 is a good school and if it is landmarked a lot of more kids can learn about landmarks because there school is a landmark and also if you landmark PS 165 it will not be knocked down and kids can learn more.
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LANDMARK EXPLORERS 3: My Landmark Nomination

[Name]........................... nominate [Building Name].........................
(writing your name above) (write the name of the building above)

for landmark designation.

Reasons for landmarking:

I think we should nominate [Building Name] because it tells a lot of history. One reason is it belonged to a very famous person.

Draw a picture of your landmark
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I, [your name], nominate Lincoln Center for landmark designation.

Reasons for landmarking:

This should be a landmark because the lights are really nice and I love the colors. I love that Lincoln Center has music, ballet, and theater; I think the inside and outside.

Draw a picture of your landmark
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I, Tereza Teles, nominate PS 199

(write your name above) (write the name of the building above)

for landmark designation.

Reasons for landmarking:

I think PS 199 should be a landmark because it has lots of detail, it is very low and you can learn lots of things in school.

Draw a picture of your landmark
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I, (write your name above), nominate P.S. 165 (write the name of the building above) for landmark designation.

Reasons for landmarking:

① Because I think we need more schools in the U.S.
② Because P.S. 165 is extremely old and older.
③ Because it has beautiful bright and pretty colors.
④ Because it is one of the landmarks west wish list.

Draw a picture of your landmark
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